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 A quick guide to  dealing with  sexists by alex brew 2009



Sometimes giving the time of day to a sexist isn’t 
the best way of dealing with them. But sometimes… 
sometimes… you’re at sea with them and there’s 
no getting off the boat, you just need some quick 
answers to the biggest sexist jibes, to right it and 
stand up straight again. This ‘zine will give a bit of 
that. 



I started writing this after a day last year when I’m sitting in a classroom. A 
girl across from me says: “yes but my dad does the cooking as well” and “what 
about Margaret Thatcher” and “women aren’t any different to men”. Then a boy 
says “well would you like to work on a building site?”. And the girl looks defeated. 
Arms around the room are crossed, protecting bellies. I want to shout. But I’m 
not the student or the teacher and somehow I don’t feel brave enough. 
How do you fight sexism without sinking?

From that day one year ago I started collecting and remembering sexist things 
said at school by teachers and pupils, male and female, at work, by my family, 
by boyfriends and girlfriends - thrown at us with a laugh and a shrug. Absorbed 
with the same. Then I started answering them. Only some of those answers are 
here. They’re just a start but we can keep collecting our answers and handing 
them round. 

This challenges sexists and their ready arguments....
        Alex Brew 2009

AN INTrO...



 

Your mum doesn’t earn as much - that’s why she has to 
do more housework 
Women do two-thirds of the world’s work, for five per cent of the world’s 
income and less than one per cent of the land. Women are paid 17 per 
cent less than men for equivalent work in this country. That’s sexism not 
my mum’s fault. She shouldn’t be penalised by having to work harder in 
the home too. (p.s. In a sexist culture women are disrespected whether we 
earn a lot or not. If we earn a lot we will be accused of being anti-family, 
domineering, masculine. If we don’t earn as much as our men we’re told we 
should expect not to be respected in the home. There’s no way to “win” ex-
cept by doing exactly as we please and by keeping anyone we think is sexist 
at arm’s length.) 

When you get a woman artist (or insert other profes-
sion here) as great as a Picasso (or other idolised male 
figure) you’ll get equality (I found this on the Guardian’s web comments) 
You seem to think you’re an objective art critic and yet even the art world 
has admitted that it’s wrong to have excluded women for so long. Women’s 
chances have been blocked for centuries by sexism. In 2007 the Tate Mod-
ern said that less than 12% of the artists represented are women and that 
it is missing massive names including Frida Kahlo and Georgia O’Keefe (see 
story in the Independent online). 

(p.s. Sexism says that when ‘objectively’ compared to men, women don’t 
measure up. They’re too small, too slight, too hormonal, too nurturing, too 
emotional, too talkative, too weak, too sexual, less logical, less assertive. 
When she doesn’t fit that mould though reverse the previous list and sud-
denly she becomes too aggressive, too fat, too tall, a bad mother, too cold, 
too manipulative, too frigid… blah blah, blah. We need to root out sexism not 
change women!) 

What The Sexists Say...And Some Answers
 

LOOK UP: Edmonia Lewis, Alma Thomas, Artemisia 
Gentileschi, Pan Yuliang, Claude Cahun, Tarsila Do 
Amaral  Augusta Savage, Tina Modotti, Maria Montoya 
Martinez, Thelma Johnson Streat. Keep looking up!



 

More Sexism ................ And More Answers 
So don’t you feel pleased when a man protects 
you and you can feel feminine? 
What you call protection sounds more like power and you showing me 
who’s boss not a co-operative relationship. And no I don’t need to feel any-
thing to know I’m a girl. (p.s. when a man offers protection we have to keep 
pleasing him to keep his protection (this limits what we are able to say and 
how independent we can be). To be worth his protection we must show him 
how vulnerable and unable to cope alone we are. This only increases his 
idea that we are weak and incapable. This proves his point that he is better 
than you. Superior. Without that feeling this sort of man will feel useless and 
unmanly and go looking for prey elsewhere.) 

You wouldn’t like to work on a building site!

No I would not. What about a place with people who didn’t see my gender 
as a weakness disabling me? What about if things were organised for me? 
What about if I got my pride there, my laughs and my fitness too? 

It’s survival of the fittest - natural!
In nature there’s as much evidence of co-operation as there is competition. 
Permaculturalists at the Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination say that 
nature’s tendency is to cooperate: “From trees that work with fungi to share 
sugars and information between themselves to bees pollinating flowers, na-
ture abounds with reciprocity.”

The implication here is that 
sexism is natural. This boy is 
saying shut up or fight every 
single day of your life. He’s 
saying: “life for you would 
be hell if you carry on be-
lieving you’re equal to men. 
This system is natural… and 
it’s what you want too, deep 
down”. Would I want to work 
on a building site if it was full 
of men who thought I was less 
than them? If I had to prove 
myself day in day out? 



In one of her books bell hooks writes that “informa-
tion is never shared or talked about freely in a fascist 
family.” Many of us grow up in ‘fascist’ families where 
things aren’t talked about and power is a resource for 
some but not others. 

Sometimes information is not shared because that in-
formation might make you able to make your own 
decisions or it might make you question other people’s 
decisions made on your behalf. 

If you’ve got information, you’re less controllable; if 
you’re less controllable you’ll make the whole world 
less ordered and stable. And the hierarchies – man/
woman, child/adult, middle class/working class, black/
white, rich/poor, beautiful/ugly, disabled/abled - won’t 
get a grip in your head. The ripple effects might last 
forever. 

If you want to get in touch my contact details are 
abrew@alexbrew.co.uk. 
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